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Introduction
CM , $p$ $\Gamma$ , $p$ $\Gamma$ .
.
The $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}-\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}$ formula. $K:\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ $d$ , $\chi$
Dirichlet , $w:=\#$ {roots of $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}\in K$}, $h:K$ , $L(s$ , \chi $)$ : $L$ ,
$p_{K}$ :Shimura’s CM-period symbol (CM
$[18, 19])$ , $a\sim b$ $a/b\in\overline{\mathrm{Q}}^{\mathrm{x}}$ .
(1) $\pi p_{K}(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}, \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d})^{2}\sim\prod_{a=1}^{d}\Gamma(\frac{a}{d})^{w\chi(a)/2h}=d\exp(\frac{L’(0,\chi)}{L(0,\chi)})$ .
. , $\Gamma$ $\Gamma$ CM
(Yoshida [22, 23, 24], \S 1.) , $p$ (\S 2\sim .)
(1) $p$ .
The Gross-Koblitz formula [10]. (1) . $K/\mathrm{Q}$
(p) , $K$ $p$ $\mathfrak{P}$ .
(2) $\log_{p}(\frac{\mathfrak{P}^{\rho}}{\mathfrak{P}})=\frac{w}{2h}\sum_{a=1}^{d}\chi(a)\log_{p}\Gamma_{p}(\frac{a}{d})=\frac{L_{p}’(0,\chi\omega)}{L(0,\chi)}$ .
\rho : , $\log_{p}:\mathrm{I}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}’ \mathrm{s}p$ -adic $\log$ function [11], $\Gamma_{p}:\mathrm{M}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}’ \mathrm{s}$padic $\Gamma$ func-
tion [15], $L_{p}:\mathrm{K}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}-\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}1\mathrm{d}\mathrm{t}’ \mathrm{s}p$-adic $L$ function, \mbox{\boldmath $\omega$}:Teichm\"uller .
. $\mathfrak{P}^{h}=(\Pi)$ $\Pi\in K$ , $\log_{p}(\mathfrak{P}^{\rho}/\mathfrak{P}):=\frac{1}{h}\log_{p}(\Pi^{\rho}/\Pi)$ .
$\Pi$ . (1) CM .
(2) , $p$ (\S 3.)
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$F$ $n$ , $\mathrm{f}t^{}-$ $C_{\mathrm{f}}$ $\mathrm{f}\infty_{1}\cdots\infty_{n}$
. $\{\infty_{1}, \ldots, \infty_{n}\}$ archimedean prime $\mathrm{c}\in C_{\mathrm{f}}$
partial $\zeta$ $\zeta_{F}(s, \mathrm{c})$ :=\Sigma 1 $\overline{\mathcal{T}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’ \mathrm{t}’\text{ }\in$ ’ $N(\alpha)^{-s}$ [21] .
Theorem (Shintani).
$\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}^{t}(0, \mathrm{c})=\sum_{\sigma\in J_{F}}\sum_{j\in Jz\in}\sum_{R(\mathrm{c},j))}L\Gamma_{r(j\}}(z^{\sigma}, v_{j}^{\sigma})+co\mathrm{r}rect\mathrm{i}o\mathrm{n}$
terms.
$J_{F}:F$ $\mathrm{C}$ ($p$ $\mathrm{C}_{p}$) , $v_{j}:O_{F}$ ($F$ )
$r(j)$ 2 $J,$ $R(c$ , . $\zeta$
Barnes $\Gamma$ $z>0,$ $v=(v_{1}, \ldots, v_{f}),$ $v_{i}>0$ .
$\zeta_{r}(s, v, z):=\sum_{n\in \mathrm{Z}_{\geq 0}^{r}}(z+v\mathrm{h})^{-s},$
$L\Gamma_{r}(z, v):=\zeta_{f}^{t}(0, v, z)$ .
zr\geq g $r$ . $L \Gamma_{r}(z, v)=\log(\frac{\Gamma_{r}(z,v)}{\rho_{f}(v\rangle})$
.




$\bullet$ correction terms $I$ $a_{i},$ $b_{i}\in F$ $\sum_{\sigma\in Jp}\sum_{i\in I}a_{i}^{\sigma}\log b_{i}^{\sigma}$
.
$\chi:C_{\mathrm{f}}$ .
$X^{\sigma}( \chi):=\sum_{\mathrm{c}\in C,}\chi(\mathrm{c})(\sum_{j\in J}\sum_{z\in R(\mathrm{c},j))}L\Gamma_{r(j)}(z^{\sigma}, v_{j}^{\sigma})+\sum_{i\in I}a_{i}^{\sigma}\log b_{i}^{\sigma})$ .






$K:$ CM $K/F$ . $G:=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K/\mathrm{F})$ , $\hat{G}_{-}:$ $G$
, $\tau=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d},$ $\rho$, $\mu(\tau):=1,$ $-1,0$ .
Conjecture $\mathrm{C}$ (Yoshida). $\tau\in G,$ $\sigma\in J_{F}$
$p_{K}( \sigma,\tau\sigma)\sim\pi^{-\mu(\tau)/2}\exp(\frac{1}{|G|}\sum_{x\epsilon\hat{c}_{-}}\frac{\chi(\tau)X^{\sigma}(\chi_{*})}{L(0,\chi)})$ .
$\chi_{*}$ .
Remark. $g_{K}(\sigma, \tau\sigma)$ CM .
Ch owla-Selberg .
Example. $K=\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{\underline{13}+\Delta[52}\mathrm{i}),$ $F=\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{5})$ OFx\cap {#’\S t‘\not\cong } $=\langle\epsilon\rangle,$ $\epsilon=$
. $PK(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}, \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d})\sim\exists L$-value (Shimura [19].) $L$-value
([J\ 112 )
$( \frac{L-\mathrm{v}a\mathit{1}\mathrm{u}e\text{ }\not\in}{g_{K}(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d},\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d})^{4}})$ $=$ ’22’41 $\frac{245+60\sqrt{5}}{3*41}$ .
2 The $p$-adic case
. $p$ (Kashio
$[12, 13])$ .
2.1 $\mu \mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ analogue of Shintani’s formula
\S 1.1 . $p$
$\mathrm{C}_{p}:=\hat{\frac{}{\mathrm{Q}_{p}}}$ . ^ $p$ .
$\overline{\mathrm{Q}}\mathrm{C}arrow \mathrm{C}_{p}$ . $\theta_{p}:=\omega\circ N$ ( Teichm\"uller
) . $\theta_{p}$ $p$ $\prod_{1(p)},\mathfrak{p},$ $p=2$ (p) $\prod_{\mathfrak{p}1(p)}\mathfrak{p}$ .
$(p)_{0}$ . $C_{\mathrm{f}}$ $\chi$ $a$ , $\chi_{\alpha}$
$C_{\mathrm{f}\emptyset}arrow C_{\mathrm{f}}$ $\chi$ q . $p$ $\Gamma$ Barnes
$L\Gamma_{p,r}(z, v):=\zeta_{p,r}’(0, v, z)$ .
. $\zeta_{p,r}(s, v, z)$ $\zeta$ $p$ . $\chi:C_{\mathrm{f}}$
$a_{i},$
$b_{i}$
$X_{\mathrm{p}}^{\sigma}( \chi):=\sum_{\mathrm{c}\in C_{\mathrm{f}}}\chi(\mathrm{c})(\sum_{j\in J}\sum_{z\in R(\mathrm{c}_{i}j))},L\Gamma_{p,r(j)}(z^{\sigma}, v_{j}^{\sigma})+\sum_{i\in I}a_{i}^{\sigma}\log_{p}b_{i}^{\sigma})$
. $p$ .
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Theorem (Kashio). , $\chi\theta_{p}$ $\mathrm{f}(p)_{0}$ .
(4) $L_{p}’(0, \chi\theta_{p})=\sum_{\sigma\in J_{F}}X_{p}^{\sigma}(\chi_{\langle p)_{0}})$ .
2.2 Conjecture $\mathrm{C}_{p}$





p (p) $(\mathfrak{p}_{\sigma})^{\sigma}\subset\{z\in \mathrm{C}_{p}||z|_{p}<1\}$ ( $||_{p}$ $p$ )
. $X_{p}^{\sigma}(\chi_{\mathfrak{p}_{\sigma}})$
. $\tau\in G,$ $\sigma\in J_{F}$ $p$ ( ) CM
$lg_{p,K}( \sigma,\tau\sigma):=-\frac{\mu(\tau)}{2}\log_{p}$ (p $+ \frac{1}{|G|}\sum_{\chi\in\hat{G}_{-}}\frac{\chi(\tau)X_{p}^{\sigma}(\chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\sigma}})}{L(0,\chi)}$.
$\log_{p}(\mathfrak{p}_{\sigma})^{\sigma}$ (2) $(\mathfrak{p}_{\sigma})^{h_{F}}$ . modulo $\mathrm{Q}\log_{p}O_{F^{\sigma}}^{\mathrm{x}}$
. CM ( ) .
Main conjecture .
Conjecture $\mathrm{C}_{p}$ (Yoshida, Kashio). p $K$ .
$\tau\in G,$ $\sigma\in J_{F}$
$\frac{1}{2}\log_{p}(\frac{(\mathfrak{P}_{\tau\sigma})^{\rho}}{\mathfrak{P}_{\tau\sigma}})^{\sigma}\approx lg_{p,K}(\sigma,\tau\sigma)$.
$J_{F}$ $J_{K}$ , $\varphi\in J_{K}$ $\mathfrak{P}_{\varphi}$ (p)
$K$ $(\mathfrak{P}_{\varphi})^{\varphi}\subset\{z\in \mathrm{C}_{p}||z|_{p}<1\}$ , $\approx$
$\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \mathrm{Q}\log_{p}O_{F^{\sigma}}^{\mathrm{x}}$ . (2)
.
Remark. Gross-Koblitz .
. $(\in \mathrm{Q}\log_{p}O_{F^{\sigma}}^{\mathrm{x}})$ .
Gross (Q4)
Example. $K,$ $F$ . $p=11,19,29$ $F$ ,
(P) $K$ , $’\supset$ remain prime. $p=59$
$K$ . $h_{F}=h_{K}=1$ $\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d},\mathfrak{P}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}$
$\pi \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d},$
$\Pi \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ $p=11,19,29,59$ $( \pi_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}, \Pi_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}})=(4+\sqrt{5}, --L52+\frac{-1-}{4}\mathrm{L}5\sqrt{\frac{\mathrm{I}3+\sqrt{5}}{2}}\mathrm{i})$ ,
13
$(_{2}^{\underline{9}\pm L5}, \frac{-1-3\sqrt{5}}{4}+\frac{1}{2}\sqrt{\frac{13+\sqrt{5}}{2}}\mathrm{i}),$ $( \frac{11+}{2}\Delta \mathrm{I}5, \underline{3}+\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 3\subseteq \mathrm{s}4 +\underline{-1}\#+54\sqrt{\underline{13}\pm L52}\mathrm{i}),$ $(8+ \sqrt{5}, \underline{3}\pm\pm 5\sqrt{\underline{1}3\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}+\subset 52}2\mathrm{i})$ .
$\sigma,$
$\tau=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ $lg_{p,K}( \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}, \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d})-\frac{1}{2}\log_{p}(_{\mathrm{I}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}^{\mathrm{I}^{\rho}}\frac{\mathrm{I}}{\mathrm{I}}$\mathrm{A})$ (p]‘g 40 )
$p=11,19,29,59$ –$-23\log_{p}\epsilon 4*4\mathrm{l}*p$ ’ $\frac{-175\log_{p}\epsilon}{4*41*p},$ $\frac{-2087\log_{p}}{4*41*p}$
$\epsilon,$
$\frac{2178\log_{p}\epsilon}{4*4\mathrm{l}*p}$ .
3 Comparison of cohomologies
conjecture $\mathrm{C}$ CM $\Gamma$ . conjecture
$\mathrm{C}_{p}$ $p$ $p$
$\Gamma$ . CM
\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$} . $A$ CM $(K, \Phi)$ $K$
$k$ . [19] $K^{*}\subset k$ ,
$(K^{*}, \Phi^{*})$ $(K, \Phi)$ reflex . $K\otimes_{\mathrm{Q}}$ C\otimes .
$I_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{R}}$ : $H_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{R}}^{1}(A)\otimes_{k}\mathrm{C}\cong H_{\mathrm{B}}^{1}(A)\otimes_{\mathrm{Q}}$ C.
$H_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{R}}^{1}(A)\cong K\otimes \mathrm{q}k$ , $H_{\mathrm{B}}^{1}(A)\cong K$ ( $\mathrm{Q}$ )
4 $K\otimes_{\mathrm{Q}}$ kk $c_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{R}}$ , K $c_{\mathrm{B}}$ .
CM .
$I_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{R}}(c_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{R}}\otimes 1)=p_{K}(\Phi)(c_{\mathrm{B}}\otimes 1),$ $p_{K}(\Phi):=(\pi p_{K}(\sigma,\Phi))_{\sigma\in J_{K}}\in\oplus_{\sigma\in J_{K}}\mathrm{C}=K\otimes \mathrm{q}$C.
$p$ . $A$ $k$ $\mathfrak{P}$ good reduction $A\mathfrak{P}$
$K\otimes \mathrm{q}$ BCri8s .
$I_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}$ : $H_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}^{1}(A_{\mathfrak{P}})\otimes_{W}B_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}\cong H_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}}^{1}(A_{\overline{k}})\otimes_{\mathrm{Q}_{\mathrm{p}}}B_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}$.
$A_{\overline{k}}:=A\otimes_{k}\overline{k}$ , HCri8(A , $H_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}}(A_{\overline{k}})$
, $W$ $O_{k}/\mathfrak{P}$ , $B_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}$ .
$c_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}},$ $c_{\epsilon \mathrm{t}}$ $p$ .
$I_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}8}(c_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}\otimes 1)=p_{\mathrm{p},K}(\Phi)(c_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}}\otimes 1),$ $p_{p,K}(\Phi)\in K\otimes_{\mathrm{Q}}B_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}8}$ .
$p$
$B_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}$ $\mathrm{C}_{p}$ $p$ CM
3 Lemma .
Lemma. $\varphi_{\mathfrak{P}}$ $\mathfrak{P}$ $H_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}(A\mathfrak{P})$ .
$\Pi\in K$ $\varphi_{\mathfrak{P}}(c_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}})=\Pi c_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}$ . $\Pi O_{K}=\prod,\in\Phi^{\text{ }}$ $(N_{k/K}*(\mathfrak{P}))^{\sigma}$ .
$K$ (p) , $\sigma\in J_{K}$ $p_{p,K}(\Phi)\in K\otimes \mathrm{q}B_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\dot{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{s}}=\oplus_{\sigma\in J_{K}}B_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}}$
$\sigma$ $p_{p},\kappa(\sigma, \Phi)$ , $\tau\in J_{K}$
$p_{p,K}(\sigma, \tau)$ . Lemma Theorem , conjecture
$\mathrm{C}$ conjecture $\mathrm{C}_{p}$ $p$ .
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Gross $p$ partial $\zeta$ ([9].) $p$ $L$
.
$\mathrm{G}$-conjecture. $\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}$ $K$ . \chi \in GA-
$. \frac{L_{p}’(0,\chi\theta_{p})}{L(0,\chi)}=\frac{\prod_{\mathfrak{p}1(p),\mathfrak{p}\neq \mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}(1-\chi(\mathfrak{p}))}{2}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\sum_{\sigma\in Jp_{\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}}\log_{\mathrm{p}}$ ( )
$\tau\sigma$
.
$J_{F_{\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}}:=\{\sigma\in J_{F}|(\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}})^{\sigma}\subset\{z\in \mathrm{C}_{p}||z|_{p}<1\}\}$ .
Remark. $G$-conjecture $\#\{\mathfrak{p}|(p)|\chi(\mathfrak{p})=1\}\geq 2$ $L_{p}’(0, \chi_{*}\theta_{p})=0$
. [12, $\mathit{1}\mathit{3}f$ .
$p$ CM .
. $[]_{p-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}}: \{\sum a\log b|a, b\in\overline{\mathrm{Q}}, b\neq 0\}\subset \mathrm{C}$ $\{\sum a\log_{p}b|a_{?}b\in\overline{\mathrm{Q}},$ $b\neq$
$0\}\subset \mathrm{C}_{p}$
–
$\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{Q}$ $[\log b]_{p-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}}=\log_{p}b(b\in\overline{\mathrm{Q}}^{\mathrm{x}})$ . [3]
”\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}1, $\cdot$ . . , $\alpha_{n}\in\overline{\mathrm{Q}}$ $\{\log\alpha_{1}, \cdots, \log\alpha_{n}\}$ $\mathrm{Q}$ $\overline{\mathrm{Q}}$
’7 . $\Gamma$ $\sim$ $\Gamma$
Lemma .
Lemma. $\chi$ $C_{\mathrm{f}}$ $\chi(\mathrm{q})=1$ ($\mathrm{q}$ )
$X^{\sigma}( \chi_{\eta})=L(0_{\dot{J}}\chi)\log \mathrm{q}^{\sigma}+\sum a\log b,$ $a\in \mathrm{Q}(\chi),$ $b\in O_{F^{\sigma}}^{\mathrm{x}}$




$\mathrm{K}\mathrm{Y}$-conjecture p $K$ \chi \in G^-
$X_{p}^{\sigma}( \chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\sigma}})=[X^{\sigma}(\chi_{*\mathrm{p}’})]_{p-\mathrm{a}dic}+\frac{L(0,\chi)}{2}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\log_{p}(\frac{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}^{\rho}}{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}})^{\tau\sigma}$ .
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Remark. Lemma $KY$-conjecture conjecture $\mathrm{C}_{p}$





$\frac{1}{|G|}\sum_{\chi\in\hat{G}-}\frac{\chi(\tau)[X^{\sigma}(\chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\sigma}})]_{p-\mathrm{a}d:c}}{L(0,\chi)}=\frac{\mu(\tau)}{2}\log_{p}(\mathfrak{p}_{\sigma})^{\sigma}+\mathrm{Q}(\chi)\log_{p}$OFx\sigma \not\subset )\pi -
. Lemma , ”
(a)” .
$\mathrm{K}\mathrm{Y}$-conjecture $\mathrm{G}$-conjecture .
Theorem. $KY$-conjecture $G$-conjecture .
Proof. $\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}$ $K$ , $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{Y}$-conjecture . $\sigma\in J_{F_{\mathrm{p}_{i\mathrm{d}}}}$
(6) $X_{p}^{\sigma}( \chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}})=[X^{\sigma}(\chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}})]_{p-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}}+\frac{L(0,\chi)}{2}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\log_{p}(\frac{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}^{p}}{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}})^{\tau\sigma}$ .
” (b)” 5
(7) $X_{p}^{\sigma}( \chi_{*(p)_{0}})=[X^{\sigma}(\chi_{*(p)0})]_{p-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}}+\frac{L(0,\chi_{(p\rangle_{1}})}{2}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\log_{p}(\frac{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}^{p}}{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}})^{\tau\sigma}$ .
$(p)_{1}$ $(p)_{0}$
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ . Lemma $\sigma\not\in J_{F_{\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}}$
$X_{p}^{\sigma}(\chi_{*(p)_{0}})=[X^{\sigma}(\chi_{*(p)0})]_{p-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}}$ .
$\frac{L_{p}’(0,\chi\theta_{p})}{L(0,\chi)}=\sum_{\sigma\in J_{F}}\frac{[X^{\sigma}(\chi_{*(p)0})]_{p-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}}}{L(0,\chi)}+\sum_{\sigma\in J_{\mathrm{F}_{\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}}}\frac{L(0,\chi_{(p)_{1}})}{2L(0,\chi)}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\log_{p}$( )
$\tau\sigma$
$= \frac{[L’(0,\chi_{(p)0})]_{p-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}}}{L(0,\chi)}+\frac{\prod_{\mathrm{p}1(p),\mathfrak{p}\neq \mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}(1-\chi(\mathfrak{p}))}{2}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\sum_{\sigma\in J_{F\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}}}\log_{p}$( )
$\tau\sigma$
.
$L’(0, \chi_{(p)_{0}})=*\log p$ $[L’(0, \chi_{(p\}0})]_{p-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}}=*\log_{p}p=0$ . $\mathrm{G}$-conjecture S
.
Remark. Example $p=11,19,29$ $KY$-conjecture G-conjecture S




Remark ( ). CM $p$ CM
. $f\mathit{2}\mathit{4},\mathit{1}\mathit{4}$]. $X^{\sigma},g_{K},$ $X_{p}^{\sigma},$ $lg_{p,K}$
$C(1)$ $\{a_{\mu}\}$ . $\{\mathrm{b}_{\mu}\}$
$X^{\sigma}(\chi, \{\mathrm{b}_{\mu}\})$ . $X^{\sigma}(\chi)$ $\int \mathit{2}\mathit{4}$]
$X^{\sigma}( \chi):=\sum_{\in C,}‘\chi(\mathrm{c})(G(\mathrm{c}^{\sigma})+W(c^{\sigma})+V(\mathrm{c}^{\sigma}))$ , $W(\mathrm{c}^{\sigma})$
.
$W(\mathrm{c}^{\sigma}):=-\log(a_{\mu}\mathrm{f})’\langle_{\mathrm{f}}(0, \mathrm{c})$ .
log( ), logp( ) (2) ( ) $h_{F}$
, .
$\bullet$ $\log_{p}$ ( ) $=$ [$\log$( )]$p-adic$ .
$\bullet$ $\log_{p},$ $\log$ .
$\bullet$ $($ ( ) $\sigma)^{h_{F}}$ (( ) $h_{F}$ ) $\sigma$ .
$\chi$ $C_{\mathrm{f}}$
$(\mathrm{f}, \mathrm{q})=1$ ($\mathrm{q}$ ) Lemma
.













(b). (6) (7) . $\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}\neq \mathrm{q}$ (9) (6), (8)
$X_{p}^{\sigma}(\chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}\mathrm{q}})=X_{p}^{\sigma}(\chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}},\{a_{\mu}\mathrm{q}\})-\chi(\mathrm{q})X_{p}^{\sigma}(\chi)$
$=[X^{\sigma}( \chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}},\{a_{\mu}\mathrm{q}\})]_{p-\mathrm{a}d\mathrm{i}c}+\frac{L(0,\chi)}{2}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\log_{p}(\frac{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}^{\rho}}{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}})^{\tau\sigma}$
$-\chi(\mathrm{q})[X^{\sigma}(\chi_{*\mathfrak{p}_{\tilde{1}}\mathrm{d}})]_{p}$ $- \chi(\mathrm{q})\frac{L(0,\chi)}{2}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\log_{p}(\frac{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}^{\rho}}{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}})^{\tau\sigma}$
$=[X^{\sigma}( \chi_{*\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}\mathrm{q}})]_{p-\mathrm{a}dic}+\frac{L(0,\chi_{\mathrm{q}})}{2}\sum_{\tau\in G}\chi(\tau)\log_{p}(\frac{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}^{\rho}}{\mathfrak{P}_{\sigma}})^{\tau\sigma}$ .
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